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Abstract

In this work, we present ARDIAS, a web-based application
that aims to provide researchers with a full suite of discovery
and collaboration tools. ARDIAS currently allows searching
for authors and articles by name and gaining insights into the
research topics of a particular researcher. With the aid of AI-
based tools, ARDIAS aims to recommend potential collab-
orators and topics to researchers. In the near future, we aim
to add tools that allow researchers to communicate with each
other and start new projects.

Introduction
Historically, scientific research has been performed in
closely-knit groups inside individual institutes or corpora-
tions, with little to no collaboration across different geogra-
phies (Olson, Zimmerman, and Bos 2008). The usual mode
of exchange of scientific findings used to be publishing ar-
ticles in journals, and more rarely, researchers used to meet
each other in person during scientific conferences.

With the advent of the Internet, it is finally possible to fol-
low current research topics and researchers more closely on-
line. Institutions host on their websites a collection of pub-
lications by their researchers, along with some contact de-
tails. Moreover, conferences and journals often publish their
proceedings online for the public to access. In the case of
open-access publications, people may access the documents
free of cost, however, for paid publications, users must either
pay a fee or belong to an affiliated institute to access these
articles.

To make such research even more accessible, in the past
decade, a number of aggregators of research articles have
appeared online. Some notable products and projects in this
area are DBLP1, OpenAlex2, Research Gate3, Microsoft
Academic Network, Semantic Scholar4, Google Scholar5

and ORKG6.
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1https://dblp.org/
2https://openalex.org/
3https://www.researchgate.net/
4https://www.semanticscholar.org/
5https://scholar.google.com/
6https://orkg.org/

In spite of the existing tools available for the discovery of
research work, a major gap remains in tools that allow col-
laboration. ARDIAS aims to enable the following workflow:

• User visits ARDIAS (either logged in or as a guest)
• User discovers relevant research and authors
• User communicates with the relevant author of interest

and starts a new research project on the platform
• The project members track experimental progress and

log results on the platform
• The research article is drafted on ARDIAS and submitted

to a conference or journal

Related Work
For the purpose of scholarly communication and its meth-
ods, most solutions so far have emphasized on techniques for
linking metadata about articles, people, data and other rele-
vant concepts (Aryani and Wang 2017; Burton et al. 2017).
The common mode today is to extend the representation to a
document structure (Peroni 2014). Some other solutions pro-
pose more comprehensive conceptual models for scholarly
knowledge that capture problems, methods, theories, state-
ments, concepts, and their relations (Brodaric, Boyan and
Reitsma, Femke and Qiang, Yi 2008; Meister 2017; Jaradeh
et al. 2019). Our focus is not to reinvent any of these meth-
ods, but to use them as a baseline system for our initial dis-
covery phase within ARDIAS.

The next step in ARDIAS is a recommendation com-
ponent, which has seen significant activity (Isinkaye, Fo-
lajimi, and Ojokoh 2015) in machine learning research in
general, and also in the focused area of scholarly research
(Xia et al. 2016; Färber and Jatowt 2020). For the purpose of
recommending relevant future research topics, potential co-
authors, and relevant citations, one of the required steps is to
extract relevant information from a scientific manuscript and
then process it. In this regard, there are plenty of works, par-
ticularly in the area of information extraction from scholarly
documents (Nasar, Jaffry, and Malik 2018).

The task of finding relevant people with a given expertise
is called Expert Finding, and several works have focused
on this problem (Balog, Azzopardi, and de Rijke 2006;
Fang and Zhai 2007; Serdyukov, Rode, and Hiemstra 2008;
Fischer, Remus, and Biemann 2019). For this task certain



Figure 1: Author search results in ARDIAS.

datasets have been developed, for example, the enriched ver-
sion of DBLP 7 provided by the ArnetMiner project (Tang
et al. 2008), or the W3C Corpus 8 of TREC used by Balog,
Azzopardi, and de Rijke (2006).

From a communication perspective, the internet has
provided several new avenues for interaction among re-
searchers. It has been shown that social media is an ef-
fective means of collaborative learning in new domains
(Ansari and Khan 2020). Researchers are active on pri-
vately owned platforms like Linkedin and Twitter, how-
ever, very recently there has been a migration of researchers
from Twitter to Mastodon9. Mastodon is an open-source
publish-subscribe protocol-based broadcast platform that is
distributed and self-hosted in nature. Among the current top
Mastodon servers for the specific category of AI researchers,
sigmoid.social seems to be the most popular. Hosting a
Mastodon server, and an XMPP server to enable real-time
collaboration is a possible future direction that ARDIAS
may take to enable communication among researchers.

For collaboration, several products and projects exist that
allow tracking, collection, analysis, and visualization of sci-
entific results. Some such platforms include Overleaf, Ten-
sorBoard, Wandb, Trello, GitHub, and others. In ARDIAS,
it is our endeavor to select the best features from existing
products and implement an open-source version for them.

Architecture of the System
Figure 2 shows the different components of ARDIAS. In the
back end, ARDIAS currently depends on the OpenAlex API
to fetch and update the latest research articles and corre-
sponding metadata. A local copy of the OpenAlex data is
stored in an Elasticsearch instance. Additionally, the Ope-
nAlex data dump is converted into a Knowledge Graph (KG)
and indexed into a graph database hosted in Neo4J locally.

7https://aminer.org/lab-datasets/expertfinding/
8https://tides.umiacs.umd.edu/webtrec/trecent/parsed w3c

corpus.html
9https://mastodon.social/explore

The front end currently interfaces with 1) OpenAlex API 2)
Elasticsearch and 3) Neo4J to display relevant information
to the user. A batch of helper scripts downloads the latest
OpenAlex updates and updates the local Neo4J graph.

At the moment we do not have a local database for storing
user data, settings, or preferences. Hence the user experience
is largely built for a user who has not registered or logged in.
However, a login feature does exist that stores login infor-
mation in memory per session. In the near future, we plan to
implement a more comprehensive login and registration sys-
tem which verifies users thoroughly before onboarding them
to ARDIAS.

In the future, additional infrastructure for machine learn-
ing and big data ingestion shall be added to ARDIAS.

Figure 2: ARDIAS architecture

Features of ARDIAS
Discovery
The first stage of the workflow of ARDIAS is discovery.
This begins with user login, where a first-time user is pre-
sented with the view shown in Figure 4. The OpenAlex data



Figure 3: Shortest authorship path between two authors

Figure 4: Author disambiguation for first-time login.

we consume may contain several authors of the same name
and several orphan nodes for the same author. Hence, it is
important to ask the authors to identify themselves on the
first login, and to solve this problem, our login page pro-
duces a list of authors by text match over name and affili-
ation. The user can then select the correct author from the
list and self-identify. Additionally, it is also possible for a
user to explore most features of ARDIAS without logging
in. Scholarly work discovery begins with the discovery of
one’s own work on the platform. If the user is logged in,
ARDIAS fetches the works via an OpenAlex API call and
populates the Works page. If the user is not logged in, the
user can search for himself or herself using the prominently
located search bar in the UI. The search box allows a user to
fetch relevant results based on a handful of different criteria,
namely 1) Works 2) Author 3) Institutions 4) Venues.

Works Searching by works criterion displays a paginated
results page showing the relevant publications based on a
text search of the title. The page contains the title of the pa-
per, the list of authors, the publication year, and the venue. A
short abstract follows, and at the bottom, the citation count
is displayed. The author names and venue names are hyper-
links that may be clicked, and they open to the respective
author and venue pages. On clicking the title of the work

itself, a dedicated publication page is loaded which addi-
tionally displays DOI information, OpenAlex and Microsoft
Academic Graph (MAG) IDs, and keywords for this work. A
tab is also available to view the citations of this work from
where the citing papers may also be visited. The next sec-
tion of the page displays similar papers to the current work.
The last section of the Work page contains a discussion sec-
tion, where logged-in users may add comments and start a
discussion on the paper topic.

Authors As depicted in Figure 1, searching by author
fetches a list of authors matched by text search, with a short
display of their institute of affiliation, the number of publi-
cations, citation counts, and OpenAlex and MAG IDs. Sev-
eral authors may share the same name, hence the institution
name is helpful in disambiguating the authors. On clicking
on an author’s name on this page, a more detailed author
page opens, which displays the published works of the au-
thor in sorted order of citation counts. If a publication in
this list is Open Access, it is marked as so. The results on
this page may be further sorted based on title, date, and cita-
tions. In a separate tab, one can see the co-author network for
the author, arranged in a hot-spot-styled graphic. The subse-
quent tab displays the research focus areas of the author in a
similar style.

Institution Searching by institution displays a paginated
list of institutes based on text search similarity of the in-
stitute name. The title for each institute displays the name
and location, while the subsequent lines display the website
address, the sector of establishment, and the acronym pop-
ularly used for the institute if any. This short selection of
information allows disambiguation of similarly named insti-
tutes. On clicking on an institute, a dedicated institute page
opens, which on the right side displays the institute logo,
institute name, location, homepage, Wikipedia links, publi-
cation, and citation counts. In the central section of the page,
a list of authors belonging to this institute sorted by citation
counts is displayed.

Venue Searching by venue displays a list of similarly
named venues with corresponding historical publication and
citation counts. Clicking on a venue opens a new page that
lists the publications for the given venue in sorted order
based on citations. This sorting order can be changed to be
based on title and date.

Recommendation
Users of ARDIAS also receive recommendations from the
system on a number of different categories, both with and
without the aid of Machine Learning methods.
Some basic non-ML recommendations are as follows: 1)
ARDIAS produces a list of researchers who work at the
same institute as the user 2) ARDIAS is able to show the
least number of hops between a user and another researcher
on the platform through work and author nodes. 3) ARDIAS
produces a list of related sub-topics of interest that are cur-
rently popular in the research community.
Some ML-based recommendations we plan for ARDIAS in
the future include 1) a list of similar researchers based on



common interests. This would be achieved via graph-based
node embedding algorithms and nearest neighbor compu-
tations of the embedding space 2) a list of similar works
based on common publications using similar node embed-
ding methods 3) a list of potential and high-impact research
topics based on node prediction approaches in graph-based
ML.
Apart from recommendations in the discovery process of re-
search and authors, we see scope for recommendations al-
gorithms in the manuscript authoring phase as well. For ex-
ample, a beginner scholar may be making elementary for-
matting, grammar, spelling, or structural errors in the paper
being authored. In some cases, a significant section like Re-
lated Work may be missing. In such cases, AI-based tech-
nologies will be able to help the scholar with helpful sug-
gestions on how to improve the draft.
Another area where AI-based recommendations may help
in the authoring process is the automatic suggestion of ci-
tations for the given topic of the manuscript, providing an
easy selection between different formats of citations within
the Latex editor window, eg: BibTex, Crossref, etc.
A special aspect of non-ML recommendation is depicted in
Figure 3. If author A wishes to work with author B, ARDIAS
fetches the shortest path between the two nodes in the schol-
arly KG hosted in the graph database. This allows author A
to find common connections to author B. This makes com-
munication and collaboration stages possible for author A.

Communication
After the phases of discovery and recommendation, an au-
thor may want to get in touch with another author on our
platform. At the moment we have not implemented any com-
munication method explicitly, however, the vision is to en-
able this kind of communication through an open-source and
well-established messaging platform. Specific methods need
to be developed to keep spam at bay, and verification of users
on our platform remains vital. Some methods for logged-in
user verification may include making an institution or work
e-mail mandatory for sign-up, and also having to supply an
ORCID or a similar academic network ID.
Recently there has been an exodus of academics shifting
from the social media site of Twitter to Mastodon. Twitter
is a privately held social media company that allows micro-
blogging, while Mastodon is a free and open-source soft-
ware that allows the hosting of independent and federated
nodes, each with its own set of policies. ARDIAS may host
a dedicated Mastodon node for researchers to join and also
allow communication across other Mastodon nodes on our
platform. From a communications perspective, we addition-
ally plan to explore the XMPP protocol to allow chat be-
tween researchers who already accept each other’s request
to communicate.

Collaboration
After researchers have discovered each other and decided to
collaborate on a project, ARDIAS aims to provide a basic
platform to start and manage a project. At the moment the
components are still in the planning phase, however, some
basic requirements for project collaboration are clear. On the

creation of a project on the platform, the collaborating re-
searchers should gain access to an online document editing
and storage platform, which allows not just plain text docu-
ments, but also binary files, models, and archived logs. The
project space should have an issue tracker so planning on in-
dividual components of the project is possible and progress
is trackable. It would also be desirable to provide an on-
line platform that allows various forms of visualization of
results, and logging of experimental data. Finally, it would
be desirable to allow editing of the research manuscript itself
on the platform, perhaps through a LaTeX editor.

Use cases and applications
Searching for research projects and collaborators:
ARDIAS shall store information about users and their ex-
pertise, lists of tools and datasets, machine learning models
and their applications, detailed documentation of projects,
concept notes, as well as research publications. Tradition-
ally, one should look for a research collaborator either by
searching online profiles, seeking or contacting the respon-
sible office in the research institute, or advertising a call for
collaboration. ARDIAS can help by automatically searching
or recommending collaborators using the knowledge stored
in the repository. The system ranks and recommends collab-
orators based on their expertise and relevance.
Research approach suggestion: Research on a multidisci-
plinary project is challenging. Medical researchers are aware
of problems in their discipline but they might lack the proper
approaches to build an automated system with a machine
learning component. Similarly, in a computational linguistic
research project, experts from different fields such as lin-
guistics, mathematics, statistics, and computer science work
together. Employing computational linguistics approaches
for social science projects needs a further understanding of
different research problems. Using an AI-enhanced system,
where prior multidisciplinary projects are indexed, can help
in suggesting research approaches for new research prob-
lems.
Virtual help-desk: In large research institutes or compa-
nies, where there are several research projects, tools, and
research collaborators, it is difficult to provide accurate in-
formation. A research knowledge management system with
interactive UI can help in finding requested services that
can be enhanced with faceted search functionality to support
help desk professionals.

Conclusion
In this work, we described ARDIAS, which is a web applica-
tion with a vision for researchers to discover, communicate
and collaborate on new research topics. The demo is made
available via a public URL10. The development is currently
at an initial phase, with basic features having been imple-
mented. We present our long-term goal for ARDIAS as be-
ing a common platform for researchers from all backgrounds
and fields to discover each other and collaborate.

10https://ardias.ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/
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